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Are you hurting from a recently available breakup? These sassy tales from the trenches will help
you get over nagging negative recollections quickly, effectively, painlessly. How never to make
your current boyfriend purchase what your ex partner did to you.and still maintain your dignity
and sense of humor. This hilarious and eminently helpful collection of real-life tips and
techniques is like no other reserve of its kind. On-target lists of movies, books, and songs
befitting each phase. In this book, you'll find: A special equation to assist you recalculate your
post-breakup recovery period.clever (or desperate) methods for getting over guys who, for a
few silly reason, think they are able to live without you. Listed below are surefire methods to
demolish those demons of loves previous— What to do with the ratty bathrobe your ex
remaining hanging in your closet. With cutting-advantage wit, Elizabeth Kuster presents tried-
and-true solutions from a large number of women who have survived the trauma of breaking
up— Quick fixes, harmless revenge methods, and much, a lot more! Still pining for a guy you
dated a decade ago? And failing that, they'll give you a few cheap laughs.
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Immature content. To sum it up, it’s about cursing people’s names, eating ice cream, and
making yourself feel better by making others feel or appearance pathetic.So, flush those nasty
loser ex bfs and treasure the very guy you are internet dating now. I possibly could tell it had
been a while since it had been created. Was quite upset over that loser for a bit. Best post-
breakup book ! So, 4.5 months since I was dumped. Love this great book!Thank you for the
fairly sweet book. I visited him twice in 9 weeks. I did it because I thought he was "the one". I
would like to assist you in any way I could because I know everything you are going through.
Got dumped after he received news that a girl he cheated to me with got pregnant; W/o
gossips, without taking sides.. She moved in with him 3 weeks after I visited, and now he is the
most happy dad to be. In the event that you should be encouraged without all the stupid
nonsense of most self help books, this is the one for you personally.. It made me laugh and not
cry, so it offered it's purpose. Highly recommended Laugh out really difficult and moved on.. I
liked it for what it had been, entertainment. I brought this book about 7 mths after an ex bf
disappeared. The many childish viewpoint ever offered in a reserve - it’s rediculous. Hi, I have
never written any reviews and don't plan on building a habit of it, but I understand what it is
to be truly heartbroken. But somehow I felt I was still allowing myself obtain hung up over the
past and not actually treating my bf the way I should.I did exactly what was suggested in the
publication, assumed that ex and his brunch of loser friends are dead and just delete them
from my life.Its a funny book, help to make u laugh. Also, it felt very dated to me;. I would
recommend it to someone appearing out of the unhappiness, as a comic relief.. I'm in my own
early 30's which means this has been a tremendous shock, not something you expect at my
age, and with time running by Personally i think just like a helpless spinster." These were much
more beneficial to me. that whenever we are well again, we really can laugh about any of it. I
didn’t end it. There are better books out there to assist you! told me the day after I returned
house from my second go to to him, with an instant: "is not the best second to keep our
relationship" . Fun on every page I can't count just how many times I came across myself
guffawing hysterically. I was in an extended distance relationship (3 flights from your home). :D
Four Stars Greatest friend needed it !! In case you are really hurting, this book isn't for you. :P
Super funny, but occasionally left me crying. Highly recommend! Easy read. I love that there
stories from other ladies in the book. Simply flush the complete rubbish out from your system.
Really funny, and some good advice among the jokes. I would have enjoyed reading this even
if my small heart hadn't been broken recently. Funny however, not the be all instructional I came
across this book in the midst of a terrible split up. You will see yourself atlanta divorce
attorneys phase post break-up referred to.. . Its how, women can be when upset, the kinda
thoughts and activities. It's objective is to cause you to laugh and even at that, when you are
hurting so badly, that is difficult to do.more 'silly' than 'funny', for me.. I’d say it’s for teens who
aren’t prepared to maturely handle a broken heart, but I believe even teens would throw this
reserve aside.Assumed they are lifeless, and existence at this time of time w/o them is a lot
sweeter. Recently, involved with a new bf again. Also idea he was the main one I would have
kids with. I've read every book about them that's out there, believe me.! It does not really offer
you practical advice to obtain through the harm.. I would recommend two books for you
personally: "You Didn't Complete Me" and "It's Known as a Break-up because it's Broken..
Carrying out my third reading of this hilarious book. It was thus humorous and was extremely
realistic. It brought you to actuality but kept you laughing. Excellent guide to maintain you on
your own feet rather than down in the dumps. Gives both perspectives. Completely great book!
It was Okay, but.. You will laugh, you will cry and you may find a best friend in this book to



assist you make it through. For something deeper and even more practical emotional advice,
I'd look into another thing. But it did make me laugh out loud more than a few times. and make
lots of senses.
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